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Abstract
Prototype based clustering and classification algorithms constitute very intuitive
and powerful machine learning tools for a variety of application areas. They com-
bine simple training algorithms and easy interpretability by means of prototype in-
spection. However, the classical methods are restricted to data embedded in a real
vector space and thus, have only limited applicability to complex data as occurs in
bioinformatics or symbolic areas. Recently, extensions of unsupervised prototype
based clustering to proximity data, i.e. data characterized in terms of a distance
matrix only, have been proposed. Since the distance matrix constitutes a universal
interface, this opens the way towards an application of efficient prototype based
methods for general data. In this contribution, we transfer this idea to supervised
scenarios, proposing a prototype based classification method for general proximity
data.
1 Introduction
Prototype-based classification such as learning vector quantization (LVQ) [9] consti-
tutes an intuitive machine learning technique which represents classes by typical pro-
totype locations and assigns labels to new data points by means of a winner-takes-all
rule. This principle is particularly striking because of its simple learning rule, its intu-
itive way to deal with several classes, and its easy interpretability. Unlike feedforward
networks or support vector machines (SVM), the method provides insight into the clas-
sification behavior by an inspection of the prototypes: these are located in the data
space and thus constitute prototypical class representatives. Interestingly, the general-
ization behavior of prototype-based techniques is quite robust: large margin generaliza-
tion bounds can be derived which only depend on the hypothesis margin but not on the
number of parameters of the model, similar to SVMs [3].
Original LVQ, however, has been proposed for vectorial data only, such that its appli-
cability to complex domains is limited. There exist powerful extensions to incorporate
general kernels [7, 13], however, these methods require a Hilbert space of the kernel
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where data are embedded. In addition, [7] assumes differentiability of the kernel and
cannot easily be applied to discrete data. The approach [13] extends solutions in terms
of the training data and does not yield sparse solutions in terms of prototypical loca-
tions. Here, we are interested in extensions of prototype-based classification to general
proximity data which is given in terms of a general distance metric. Thereby, the met-
ric need not be given in explicit terms, nor need it be positive semidefinite such that
no underlying kernel can be identified. Such data occur frequently in fields such as
psychology, Neuroscience, molecular biology, or economics [5].
Various approaches to deal with general proximity data have been proposed in the
literature, e.g. unsupervised clustering algorithms [14, 16] and several supervised large
margin methods which enlarge SVM or borrow ideas from SVM, respectively [4, 8, 12].
These methods, however, represent solutions in terms of support vectors or similar
quantities instead of typical locations of the data such as prototype based methods.
In addition, the training algorithms usually rely on a linear or quadratic programming
problem which is derived via a primal-dual problem formulation, thus training is less
intuitive compared to prototype-based methods. Simple k-nearest neighbor methods
constitute another alternative which can be combined with arbitrary distance matrices.
However, solutions store all data points and are not sparse. Here, we directly extend
ideas from prototype-based learning to general proximity data, preserving easy inter-
pretability and sparsity of the models.
The main technique to achieve this goal is borrowed from unsupervised clustering al-
gorithms: batch variants of popular algorithms such as the self-organizing map (SOM),
neural gas (NG), and k-means can be transferred to general proximity data by means of
the generalized median [2, 10]. This restricts valid prototype locations to the given data
points and, therefore, does not use a surrounding vector space of the data. We combine
this method with supervised batch neural gas, which has been recently proposed [6].
Convergence of the algorithm is guaranteed, and we demonstrate its applicability in
several examples in this article.
2 Supervised neural gas
Neural gas (NG) as presented in [11] constitutes a very robust unsupervised clustering
algorithm. Assume data vectors v ∈ Rd are given as stimuli, distributed according to
an underlying probability distribution P (v). The aim of prototype-based unsupervised
clustering is to find a number of prototypes or weight vectors wi ∈ Rd, i = 1, . . . , n
representing the data points faithfully, e.g. measured in terms of the average deviation of
a data point from its respective closest prototype. The objective of NG is a minimization
of the cost function
ENG(W ) =
1
2C(λ)
n∑
i=1
∫
hλ(ki(v,W )) · (v −wi)2P (v)dv
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where ki(v,W ) = |{wj | (v−wj)2 < (v−wi)2}| is the rank of prototype i, hλ(t) is
a Gaussian shaped curve such as hλ(t) = exp(−t/λ) with neighborhood range λ > 0,
andC(λ) is a normalization constant. Typically, online adaptation takes place by means
of a stochastic gradient descent method. The resulting learning rule adapts all proto-
types after the presentation of each stimulus by a small step, whereby the rank deter-
mines the adaptation strength. Recently, an alternative batch adaptation scheme for this
cost function has been proposed which, for a given finite training set, in turn, determines
the rank ki(v,W ) according to fixed prototype locations and the prototype locations as
average of all training points weighted according to their rank, until convergence. Batch
adaptation can be interpreted as Newton optimization of the cost function, and often a
fast convergence can be observed compared to online adaptation.
Batch adaptation provides an interface towards clustering general proximity data. In
this case, only pairwise distances of the data points are given but in general no embed-
ding within a real-vector space is available. The euclidian distance is substituted by the
given proximities, and optimization of prototypes takes place within the discrete space
given by the data points, as proposed in [2].
For supervised classification, additional information in the form of class labels is
available. That means, labels yi are given for every data point vi. We assume that yi ∈
Rd, d being the number of classes. This notion subsumes crisp classification with unary
encoded class information as well as fuzzy assignments. Obviously, this information
can be incorporated into standard NG as well as median NG by means of posterior
labeling. I.e. the average of the labels of all training patterns in its respective receptive
field are assigned to a prototype. We refer to these methods as BNG (batch neural
gas) and BNGMedian. However, posterior labeling has the drawback that prototype
locations are determined only based on the input data and labels are not taken into
account during the training process.
As an alternative, the additional class information can be incorporated into the learn-
ing process by an extension of the overall cost function. First promising steps into this
direction can be found in the approach [15] for online NG, however, the method pro-
posed in [15] cannot be transferred to median versions. A batch variant, supervised
batch NG (SBNG), recently proposed in [6], is based on the cost
ESBNG(W,Y ) = (1− α) · 12C(λ)
n∑
i=1
∫
hλ(ki(v, y,W, Y )) · (v −wi)2P (v)dv
+ α · 1
2C(λ)
n∑
i=1
∫
hλ(ki(v, y,W, Y )) · (y − Yi)2P (v)dv
where ki(v, y,W, Y ) = |{wj | (1 − α) · (v − wj)2 + α · (y − Yj)2 < (1 − α) ·
(v − wi)2 + α · (y − Yi)2}| denotes the rank of prototype i measured according to
the closeness of the current data point and the prototype weight and labeling. α ∈
[0, 1] constitutes a weighting of the two objectives, label learning and a distribution of
prototypes among the data. Thereby, each prototype wi is equipped with an additional
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vector Yi ∈ Rd which should represent the class labels of data points in the receptive
field as accurately as possible and which is automatically adapted during training. In
particular, it is possible to learn appropriate crisp or fuzzy labels of the prototypes.
Batch adaptation schemes suppose that a finite set of training data (v1, y1), . . . ,
(vp, yp) is given in advance. For this finite training set, batch optimization determines
in turn the hidden variables kij := ki(vj , yj ,W, Y ) and the weights and labelsW and
Y until convergence. This yields the following update rules of SBNG
(1) For given W , Y , set kij = |{wl | (1 − α) · (vj − wl)2 + α · (yj − Yl)2 ≤
(1− α) · (vj −wi)2 + α · (yj − Yi)2}| as the rank of prototype i given vj .
(2) For fixed kij , set wi =
∑
j hλ(kij) · vj/
∑
j hλ(kij), and Yi =
∑
j hλ(kij) ·
yj/
∑
j hλ(kij).
Note that the assignments of the receptive fields and the rank depend on the closeness
of the prototype as well as the correctness of its class label. This has the effect that the
prototypes of SBNG better account for cluster borders of labeled data points, whereas
NG only follows the overall statistics. It has been shown in [6] that this scheme con-
verges in a finite number of steps towards a local optimum of the cost term under mild
conditions on the output.
3 Supervised median neural gas
Assume data are not embedded in a euclidian vector space, instead, pairwise proximities
dij = d(vi,vj) are available. Thereby, there are no assumptions on these values such
as symmetry or positive definiteness. In this case, the prototype locations cannot be
chosen arbitrarily but discrete adaptation has to take place. We assume that prototypes
are located in the data space, i.e. wi = vj for some j. We can transfer the cost function
of SBNG to these data, yielding the cost function of supervised median neural gas
(SBNGMedian) for finite data
EˆSBNGMedian(W,Y ) = (1− α) · 12C(λ)
n∑
i=1
p∑
j=1
hλ(ki(vj , yj ,W, Y )) · d2ilj
+ α · 1
2C(λ)
n∑
i=1
p∑
j=1
hλ(ki(vj , yj ,W, Y )) · (yj − Yi)2)
where wj = vlj and ki(vj , yj ,W, Y ) = |{wk | (1 − α) · d2ilk + α(y − Yk)2 < (1 −
α) · d2ilj + α(yj − Yi)2}|. For batch optimization, we optimize in turn hidden variables
kij := ki(vj , yj ,W, Y ) for fixed weights and labels with the constraint, that kij yields
a permutation of {0, . . . , n − 1} for every j; and weights and labels for fixed hidden
variables kij . Thereby, no embedding vector space exists for the weights, such that
we have to restrict the optimization to the set of input vectors. Weights are set to the
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so-called generalized median, i.e. the respective location in the (finite, discrete) input
space which optimizes the cost function for fixed hidden variables. Thus, supervised
median neural gas is given by the formulas.
(1) For given W , Y , set kij = |{wk | (1 − α) · d2lkj + α · (yj − Yl)2 ≤ (1 − α) ·
d2lij + α · (yj − Yi)2}| as the rank of prototype i given vj .
(2) For fixed kij , set wi = vl for which
∑
i,j hλ(kij) · d2lj is minimum and Yi =∑
j hλ(kij) · yj/
∑
j hλ(kij).
The minimum in step (2) is determined by extensive search, such that the complexity
of one step is of order p2. This way, the prototype locations are adapted within the
space of input features according to the given statistical information incorporating label
information through the ranks. Thereby, the prototype labels are adapted automatically,
enabling an automatic optimization of the number of prototypes representing a class as
well as a fuzzy classification. For crisp classification, a further improvement is possible
if the labels are not yet exactly settled in optima of the cost function: we can posteri-
orly label the prototypes according to the receptive fields by majority vote. This yields
an optimum assignment for the labels once the receptive fields (which incorporate la-
bel information) are fixed. We refer to this method by SBNGMedian+. Depending
on whether SBNGMedian did already converge, this yields a further improvement of
the method. Note that it can be shown in the same way as presented in [6] that the
SBNGMedian algorithm converges in a finite number of adaptation steps.
4 Experiments
We test the problem in several experiments, including the case of real-valued data and
the standard euclidian norm where a direct comparison to SBNG is possible as well as
proximity data for which SBNG cannot be applied.
Wisconsin Breast Cancer Database
The Wisconsin breast cancer data consists of nearly 600 data points described by 30
real-valued input features which are to be separated into 2 classes. We train 40 neurons
using 200 epochs. The dataset is randomly split, and the result on the test set averaged
over 250 runs is reported. Since data are contained in the euclidian space, standard
SBNG and BNG can be applied as well, as reported in [6]. These versions yield an
accuracy of 94.11% (BNG) and 95.45% (SBNG for mixing parameter α = 0.9), re-
spectively. The results of median versions yield 93.3% (BNGMedian) and 94.26%
(SBNGMedian) for the optimum parameter α = 0.6%, respectively. Thus, the classi-
fication accuracy is slightly improved (about 1%) in both cases by an extension of the
cost function of BNG to label information. The accuracy of the median versions ap-
proaches the accuracy of the euclidian variants, whereby about 1% accuracy is lost due
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Figure 1: Results of supervised median neural gas with and without posterior labeling in
comparison to standard median neural gas for different values of the mixing parameter
α ranging from 0 to 0.9 on the wisconsin breast cancer dataset.
to the fact that the prototype locations are restricted to the discrete locations provided by
the input data. The influence of the mixing parameter α on the classification accuracy
is depicted for both, the standard batch version and the median version in Fig. 1. α = 0
corresponds to fully unsupervised training. As can be seen, an integration of label in-
formation i.e. α > 0 allows an improvement of the classification accuracy whereby the
opimum value depends on the situation at hand.
Chicken Pieces Silhouettes Database
The task is to classify 446 silhouettes of chicken pieces into 5 categories (wing, back,
drumstick, thigh and back, breast). As reported in [12], data are preprocessed by rep-
resenting each silhouette as a string of the angles of consecutive tangential line pieces,
whereby rotation and scale invariance is included. Thereby, the length of tangents is
20. Strings are compared using the edit distance, whereby insertions/deletions cost 60,
and the angle difference is taken otherwise. Thus in this case, discrete patterns are dealt
with by means of a proximity matrix. We train median clustering on these data using 40
neurons per run and 500 epochs. In each, the dataset is randomly split in a training and
test set and the average classification accuracy of the test set for 100 runs is reported in
Fig. 2 for mixture values α ranging from 0 to 0.9. The choice α = 0 yields standard
unsupervised median neural gas. Obviously, for this data set, larger values of α allow
a better classification reaching an accuracy above 0.83 for values close to 1, i.e. more
than 10% improvement compared to an unsupervised version. Thereby, posterior label-
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Figure 2: Results of supervised median neural gas with and without posterior labeling in
comparison to standard median neural gas for different values of the mixing parameter
α ranging from 0 to 0.9 on the chicken pieces dataset.
ing does slightly improve SBNGMedian. Interestingly, these results are better than the
results reported in [12] for k-NN classification (0.74) and an SVM specifically adapted
to proximity data given by the edit distance (0.81).
Chromosomes
The Copenhagen chromosomes database consists of 4200 data points of grey level im-
ages of chromosomes as described in [12]. The silhouettes are represented as strings
corresponding to the thickness of the gray level and compared using the edit distance
as before [12]. The algorithms have been run using 100 neurons and 100 epochs per
run. The result for different mixing parameters α can be seen in Fig. 3. The reported
results consist of the test set accuracy averaged over 10 runs. Again, integration of
class labels into training allows an improvement of about 3%. The optimum value 0.87
is achieved for α close to 1. In [12], a better accuracy of 0.91 is reported for k-NN and
SVM, however, this is achieved only on a subset of the data consisting of less than 1000
points.
Proteins
The task is to classify 226 samples of proteins into 4 classes, whereby an evolution-
ary distance between the points is taken as proximity as described in [8]. We used
30 neurons and 300 epochs per run. The accuracy on the test set averaged over 100
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Figure 3: Results of the methods for the chromosomes database and varying mixing
parameter α.
runs is reported for different values α in Fig. 4. Here, the optimum can be observed
for α = 0.2, thus indicating that the statistics of the inputs guides the way towards a
good classification accuracy. However, an integration of the labels with small mixing
parameter improves the accurazy by nearly 10% compared to the fully unsupervised
SBNGMedian. Unlike the results reported in [8] for SVM which use one-versus-rest
encoding, the classification of SBNGMedian and SBNG is given by one single classi-
fier.
5 Conclusions
We have presented an extension of well established clustering methods to a variant
which can deal with supervised classification of proximity data by means of a prototype
based model. This model benefits from the strength of prototype based methods such
as LVQ: simple interpretability of the models, sparse representation by a priosly fixed
number of prototypes, and intuitive training. Standard LVQ is extended to deal with
adaptive and possibly fuzzy labeling and general proximity data. In all cases, integra-
tion of class information during training significantly improves the accuracy, partially
by up to 10%. Thereby, the method is even better than SVM as reported in [12] for the
chicken pieces dataset.
So far, the determination of the generalized median has been done by extensive
search such that the complexity of one epoch is quadratic in the number of training
patterns. The approaches [10, 1]. present improved variants which compute the median
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Figure 4: Results of the methods for the protein database and varying mixing parameter
α.
based on approximations e.g. reducing to an appropriate subset of points. The transfer
of these methods will be the subject of future work.
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